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All services are offered on a fixed-fee basis.

                     Components

Business Architecture Planning — Captures, documents, 
and defines business processes compliant with 
implementation model.

Executive Briefing — Provides findings and 
recommendations on process gaps, redundancies, or 
inefficiencies as part of the BA strategic plan.

Enterprise Architecture Strategic Plan — Provides a 
detailed plan on recommended business process 
capabilities that will facilitate achieving the planned 
Business Architecture.

The BACOE Approach:
• Compatibility with multiple implementation 

models (including TOGAF, DODAF, FBA, 
SDDN, if desired)

• Understand of your organizational 
operations

• Increase efficiency and decreased 
redundancy

• Prioritized Business Architecture initiatives

• Business Architecture aligned to BA

We help align your IT to your business strategy using a reliable, repeatable 
process and seasoned analysts to define, engineer, or reengineer the 

business processes that align to your Business Architecture.

proven success

Using our Business and Application Architecture Planning service offering, BACOE defines, 
documents, and optimizes business processes that align with your business strategy and existing and 

future applications and needs.

Using modifications and additions to the client’s architecture, BACOE designs and develops enhancing 
approaches to the client’s Business Architecture and realigned the operational processes with the clients 
future systems maintenance and enhancement strategy.  This work product provided the client with 
increased efficiency and reduced redundant work activities as well as higher return on investment (ROI).

BACOE can deliver superior results for your organization using a reliable, repeatable process and seasoned 
analysts to define, engineer, and re-engineer your business processes so that they align with your business 
and Business Architecture.  We harvest — minimizing business intrusion — artifacts related to materials 
(data), processes, and goals in addition to providing implementation models that define and document 
business processes aligned to your organization’s Business Architecture.
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